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READY. 
SET. 
SHARE.
Discover a simple and scalable 
platform for sharing content and 
information to TVs, computers, 
and mobile devices.



SHARE & TELL.
Communications are 
complicated enough. 
That's why we created a 
communications platform 
that's not just powerful, 
but is also simple to use.
Simply put, Appspace is a robust content management 
system and a user-friendly app for TVs, computers, 
smartphones, and tablets. Together, they turn those 
devices into digital signs, or corporate video players, 
and put the same content right at users' fingertips. 

Simple, right? The only thing easier is making a list of 
all the ways you will use it.

LEARN MORE. 
Contact our experts at sales@appspace.com.

EASY TO USE
Streamlined workflows 

make it easy to manage and 
publish content.

CLOUD & ON-PREM
Available in the cloud or 

as an on-prem solution for 
flexible deployment

FULL CONTROL
Robust toolset provides 
complete technical and 

creative control.

INTUITIVE APP
User-friendly app delivers 
relevant content to users 

across all devices.



Channels

RIGHT CONTENT, RIGHT PEOPLE.
Appspace makes it simple to give people only the information that's relevant to 
(and appropriate for) them. Content in the platform can be designated as channels, 
channels can be put into groups, and access to channel groups is assigned 
to specific user or device groups. Goodbye information overload. Hello content 
relevancy.

Cards

LET ANYONE MANAGE CONTENT.
Our platform revolves around "cards." Just fill in a card with text, add images, and 
choose how it all should look on a TV or mobile device, and you have a package 
of formatted content that can be shared across your channels. Brand owners can 
even define card templates and lock down their layouts, backgrounds, colors, fonts, 
and text formatting. 

 � Create once, display anywhere
 � Link to social media feeds & other 

third party content

 � Control corporate branding
 � Create customized cards with 

advanced functionality

Advanced Digital Signage

SEE THE SIGNS.
Appspace includes a comprehensive set of tools for creating 
and managing advanced digital signs and digital signage networks. 

 � Advanced scheduling
 � Alert messaging support
 � Extensive widget library

 � APIs for custom widget creation
 � Live & recorded video support
 � Complete remote endpoint control

Appspace App

ONE APP TO RUN THEM ALL.
We have just one app for all the devices and operating systems 
that connect to Appspace, providing consistency across platforms. 
In most cases you just install it from a device's specific app store 
and you're ready to go.

 � Standardized app
 � TV, web, and mobile device
 � Intuitive user interface

 � Support for Brightsign, Cisco, Google 
Chrome OS, MediaVue, 
and Samsung devices.



"Thanks to Appspace we can publish our internal 
content at click speed across 500 locations."
Rolf Van Den Eynde 
IT Manager 
Delhaize Group

"Appspace is great, really easy to use 
and meets all of our enterprise needs."
Jeff Weiss 
Director of Store Systems 
Dave & Busters

"Appspace will allow us to scale well in the 
future and support continuous improvement."
Ibrahim Youssef Al-Tuwaijri 
Director of Educational and Training Technology Administration 
KFMC

"Appspace is proving a great tool for distributing messages 
to each campus community at strategic times."
Leanne Findlay 
Internal Communications Manager 
University of Western Sydney

“…the scalability of the system has proven to be one of its 
great benefits, giving us the ability to change content on a 
large volume of screens with a single simple change.”
Adrian Witcombe 
Business Improvement Manager 
Village Cinemas Australia
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